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Abstract: Maker and DIY communities are constantly sharing tutorials, projects 
documentation, as well as design sketches and model files. Producing documentation 
of good quality has its challenges, one of them being the amount of time needed to 
generate it. In this paper, we present a software tool that assists makers and 
hobbyists in creating reports and tutorials of their projects on-the-go, that is, at the 
same time they are working on them. A mobile phone application allows taking 
pictures, grouping them and annotating them with text and audio. All the material 
collected during the making activity is automatically stored online and presented in 
a website created for the project. The maker can later modify this site by means of 
adding additional text, reordering the pictures, or including extra multimedia content 
or design files. This tool is specially tailored to the documentation needs of the Fab 
Lab network.  

Keywords: documentation, DIY, Fab Lab, Fab Academy, digital fabrication, 
maker culture, documentation, tools, document-while-doing  

1. Introduction 
 

The simplification of fabrication processes, the implementation of easy-to-use software and the 

lower costs of machines have popularized digital fabrication among the general public. Gershenfeld 

(2012) argues that digital fabrication is bringing a new digital revolution which is empowering 

individuals to design and fabricate physical objects by themselves, utilizing mainly materials at hand.   

In addition, digital fabrication enables replication. Makers design their artefacts using different CAD 

(Computer Aided design) and CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) software tools. These tools 

generate software files that machines interpret in order to build the desired object. The design files 

can be easily shared digitally all around the world. The potential of such digitalization is huge: anyone 

can replicate and customize others’ creations utilizing local materials and machines. At large scale, 

this could even change the way the cities operate (Diez, 2016), advancing more sustainable cities by 

promoting local production and recycling. 

Ubiquitous digital technologies and access to other projects’ digital material through the Internet 

have promoted the Maker movement and helped it to flourish. Members of this community share a 
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common interest for the creation of new devices, artefacts and objects; usually, by tinkering with 

existing devices and components utilizing processes from different fields such as digital fabrication, 

physical computing, electronics and programming (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2016). 

This movement has been growing dramatically for the recent years attracting people not only from 

traditional fields in the DIY and hacking communities, people with passion in hardware and software, 

but also from other fields such as education, business, ecology and international cooperation. 

Disseminating results is in the DNA of those communities; writing and sharing documentation and 

design files in the Internet and presenting personal projects in dedicated fairs. Actually, it is 

commonly accepted that the Make magazine and Maker fairs, both ideated by Dougherty and his 

team, were the real catalyst of what now is known as a maker movement (Dougherty, 2012). The fact 

that the movement was born out of a magazine and a fair emphasizes the importance of 

dissemination and sharing documentation for the community.  

The reasons for sharing documentation with the community vary from person to person.  Some like 

receiving feedback about their own projects, some want to showcase their maker ideas and skills, 

and hence build their online identity, while  others have a passion to educate others (Kuznetsov & 

Paulos, 2010; Rosner & Bean, 2009). 

Fab Labs (digital fabrication laboratories) form a network of more than 1,600 digital manufacturing 

working areas all over the world.  Each one of these nodes enables the design of own products from 

scratch utilizing a specialized and standardized set of equipment and processes. Every node in the 

network should have at least a 3D printer, CNC precision milling machines, a CNC router, a vinyl 

cutter, a laser cutter, a workbench for electronics and communication equipment.  That set of 

equipment, in combination with specialized processes, convert Fab Labs into physical spaces where 

creative production takes place from perspectives of art, science, and engineering as users blend 

digital and physical technologies to explore ideas, learn skills, and create (Halverson & Sheridan, 

2014).  Every node in the network should adhere to the Fab Lab Charter (FabFoundation, n.d.-b), 

accepting a set of common practices. Labs should offer open access to individuals, hence permitting 

the participation of the maker community, as well as contribute to the network with documentation 

and education. As Fab Lab machines and processes have been standardized, sharing documentation 

enables any project implemented in a node to be replicated in any other node. Regarding  education, 

Fab Foundation is coordinating Fab Academy, a 6-month course on digital fabrication where students 

all around the world learn to use the main Fab Lab processes (FabFoundation, n.d.-a). Students work 

on individual and groups weekly projects that they need to document exhaustively online, in that 

way, creating a personal and public portfolio. 

Informal discussion with students and personal experience of the main author suggest that one of 

the main challenges students face during this course is the amount of time they spend documenting 

their progress. Although during the course instructors emphasize the “document-while-doing” style, 

many of the students end up writing the documentation after finishing the task at hand. This way of 

documenting may rise the following issues for the students: (1) they spend a lot of time for the 

documentation; (2) they forget to discuss important steps and machine settings (Ludwig et al., 2015); 

(3) they focus  on successful steps, omitting information about the problems they faced and how 

they coped with them; and (4) they document with a recipe-like instead of a story-like approach. 

Documenting-while-doing, that is, explaining each project step while they are performing it, writing 

down problems and illustrating the different processes with pictures would tackle with many of 

these problems.  

In this paper, we present a software platform that promotes documenting while doing. This platform 

aims to simplify and automatize some of the processes involved in the creation of a maker project 
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documentation. It consists of a mobile phone application, a backend server, and a web application. 

The mobile phone application permits collecting pictures, notes and voice messages. The collected 

content are automatically sent to a backend server, where they are stored and converted into a 

website. The site can be edited later on by means of a web application 

2. Related work 
The Maker and DIY community utilizes a great variety of software tools to generate documentation. 

General purpose online editors such as OneNote, Google Docs and Evernote are widely used. Many 

authors and communities create their own documentation blogs utilizing popular CMS such as 

Drupal, Wordpress and MediaWiki. Vloggers (video bloggers) have mainly used YouTube for 

disseminating their work and applications such as Screen-o-matic to record activity of a computer 

screen and to provide step-by-step tutorials of software applications.  Websites such as Instructables 

(“Instructables," n.d.) and Hackaday (“Hackaday,” n.d.) have been used to share step-by-step 

tutorials and instructions among communities. 

In addition, there have been many efforts to promote the generation of good quality documentation 

among the Maker community. Perhaps, the most relevant attempt is “Build in progress” (Tseng, 

2016a), a platform built by Tiffany Tseng at MIT. Build in progress is a software tool that supports 

storytelling, “process-oriented” approach documentation and reflection. The three design principles 

that guide the design of the site are: (1) transparency to the design process; (2) encourage feedback 

in progress; and (3) create opportunities for authentic reflection. The application supports visualizing 

of the different/various paths taken during the fabrication process.  

Some Fab Labs have tried to promote documentation by integrating it into Fab Lab customers’ 

habits. For instance, Fab Lab Utrecht has built a check-in check-out system that integrates 

documentation in it (Fab Lab Benelux, n.d.). Users need to check-in in kiosks when they access the 

Fab Lab. During the check-in, they are asked in which projects they are going to work. On check-out, 

users need to provide a detailed description of the project they have been working in, including 

pictures and design files. Fab Lab Amersfoort has opted for the model of document or pay (FabLab 

Amersfoort, n.d.). Users pay a fee to access the Fab Lab. The fee is only returned if they do 

something for the community, for instance, if they upload documentation to their documentation 

system named FabDocumentation. 

There has been even an attempt to create a common language to be shared by the Fab Lab network 

named FabML (Määttä & Troxler, 2011). FabML is an XML definition especially tailored to the needs 

of Fab Lab network, including things such as a specific vocabulary for materials, machines and 

processes existing in Fab Labs. 

Dedicated systems exist to capture information and knowledge from early-stage product 

development in making environment, in particular, utilizing a digital repository for collecting, storing 

and sharing data from design output (prototypes), and a physical instrument for capturing the input 

data (Kohtala, 2018). 

In other fields, there is also interest to create documentation that enables reflection. For instance, 

DoDoc (Gourlet et al., 2016) is a system oriented to the field of education that “enables users to 

collect and keep traces of embodied activities using four different media”.  

As a summary, documentation is shown as an important foundation aspect of Maker community. 

Efforts have been made to  create easier documentation. However, available tools do not warrantee 

efficient tools to write good quality documentation.      
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3. Application design 

3.1 Types of documentation 
In this paper, we define documentation as the textual description of the different steps that an 

individual follows in order to either fabricate a new artefact or device or to modify an existing one,  

that is shared with other members of the community in the Internet. Documentation is usually 

accompanied by pictures and video. 

Tseng & Resnick (2014) identifies two ways of writing documentation. The first one is the “recipe-

like” or “tutorial-like” documentation in which authors write instructional guides as a set of 

chronological steps that the reader needs to replicate in order to complete the project. The structure 

resembles that of a kitchen recipe: first, you write down the ingredients (in this case, the necessary 

material and tools) and then you continue with a step-by-step description of the process. We share 

concerns of Tseng & Resnick with this approach. Firstly, the documentation is often written at the 

end of the project, which rises the possibility of forgetting some key aspects. Secondly, this approach 

usually considers only the steps towards a successful finalization of the project. It does not include 

either failure steps or a description of how authors coped with the encountered challenges. Most 

popular Internet maker communities, such as Instructables (“Instructables - How to make anything,” 

n.d.) follow this approach.  

The second approach identified by Tseng & Resnick is the “process-like” or “story-like”. In this case, 

the narrative is crucial. The authors should focus on the processes itself more than on how they 

actually performed each task. For instance, the authors should include information about the 

problems faced, how they were solved, different strategies utilized, changes from original plan, and 

so on.  Some researchers consider this process-oriented documentation more beneficial for the 

community since it helps learning from others’ mistakes. In addition, the project does not have to be 

finished in order to write documentation. The process can be explained even if some steps are not 

working yet as expected. Finally, some readers are not looking to replicate the same project but are 

looking for similar projects as a source of inspiration or trying to find solutions for analogous 

problems. This method promotes learning from the experience itself rather than just providing a 

recipe that others should follow.  

We aim to build a flexible system in which authors can utilize any of the two methods. However, 

since we consider the process-like approach more beneficial in most of the cases, we will provide 

features promoting this approach. Our aim is to lower the barrier for documenting while doing.  

3.2 Background study 
In order to understand better the needs of users before starting the design of this system, we made a 

small background study. First, we analysed the portfolio of six students that took a Fab Academy 

course in 2017 at Fab Lab Oulu. Then, we asked some students to fill in a short questionnaire. In 

parallel, we had an informal chat with them discussing about the problems they faced during the 

documentation phase of their projects. Finally, one of this publication authors made a “quick and 

dirty” ethnographic study (Fetterman, 2010; Hughes et al., 1994). In the UX field, the term “quick and 

dirty” ethnographic studies refers to “ethnographic study […] which seeks relevant information as 

quickly as possible but accepts at the outset the impossibility of gathering a complete and detailed 

understanding of the setting at hand.” (Hughes et al., 1994) 

Analysis of Fab Academy students’ portfolio. Fab Academy is a 6-month course on digital fabrication 

coordinated by Fab Foundation, where students of more than 65 nodes all around the world learn 
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how to use the main Fab Lab processes. Each week, with the support of local Fab Lab instructors, 

students implement a small project in order to learn one specific skill, for example, in order to 

master parametric design and learn how to use the laser cutter they need to build a press-fit 

construction kit with the laser cutter.  In addition, at the end of the course, students complete a 

bigger project in which they integrate majority of skills acquired during the course. Both weekly 

projects and final projects are documented. The documentation has a two-fold purpose: (1) to create 

a student portfolio that shows acquired skills to prospective employers and (2) an assessment tool. In 

order to pass the course, two different evaluators, one local evaluator and the other from other Fab 

Lab, assess students’ work. They use a student’s portfolio to evaluate whether or not students have 

acquired the required skills. The amount of detail in the documentation should be sufficient for any 

Fab Lab to be able to replicate the project, specifically in the case of the final project. In addition to 

that, every week Fab Lab director asks random students to present briefly their work. Hence, the 

documentation should be simple enough, so the process can be presented in a glimpse. Although 

there are not any specific requirements in the course’s assessment guide, process-like 

documentation is favoured in practice over tutorial-like documentation. 

We analysed the portfolios of six local students that took part in Fab Academy in 2017. We were 

looking for patterns repeated in the documentation portfolio and tried to understand documentation 

styles. The analysis revealed that all students included in documentation a large number of pictures 

in order to illustrate their work. Figures included both pictures of the processes, as well as 

screenshots of the software utilized. In some cases, pictures were the main contents of the portfolio. 

Short text paragraphs were used to mainly explain the pictures. Structure was similar in most of the 

cases: documentation started with an introduction to the project explaining the final artefact. This 

was usually followed by a step-by-step guide of the process. Students usually listed tools (hardware 

and software), as well as the material used either at the beginning or at the end of the project 

documentation. Some students included a section at the end of the project documentation, 

reflecting on the difficulties of the projects and the challenges they had to cope with. Finally, we 

noticed that some of the portfolio had problems with the images. Some of them were too small or 

very blurry (low quality). In the case of software screenshots, it was sometimes difficult to read the 

content of the screen. On the other hand, some of the images had too much resolution for the web. 

They occupied unnecessary space on the server.  

Regarding the documentation style, it was difficult to classify them to match either the recipe-style 

or the process-style. Most of them were a mixture of both. However, in all the cases, one of the 

styles had prevalence over the other. The tendency in the analyzed work was recipe-style augmented 

with descriptions of the most relevant challenges, as well as some of the mistakes made during the 

project.        

Questionnaires and informal chat. Discussion with students and personal experience of the first 

author rose an unambiguous consensus: documentation is a tedious job and it requires much more 

time than initially expected. Some of the students claimed that more than half of the project time 

was dedicated to write the documentation, including time to adapt files (mainly pictures) to web 

format.  In addition, although the students agreed that instructors remarked the importance of 

documenting-while-doing, they noted that it is not easy to follow this advice. In the beginning of the 

course, students are not aware of the amount of time required to document the work.  In addition, 

sometimes it is difficult to interrupt the workflow in order to write notes of the process. Writing 

down notes can lead to losing concentration and difficulties to continue the work. Sometimes, 

students are so concentrated that they just forget to take notes. In some situations, especially when 

using certain machines, it is physically impossible to take notes while operating the machine. This 
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leads to situations in which documentation has to be written one or two days after the activity, 

sometimes even later, making it difficult to recall all details.  

Students also pointed out that processing images is a hard task. Many times, they take a lot of 

pictures with their mobile devices. Pictures have to be filtered (chose the most adequate ones and 

discard the others) and scaled down to an adequate resolution for the web. Some of the pictures also 

require editing, for example, combining several pictures into one or adding some text. The students 

also mentioned that pictures were useful to recall what they did. Many of them use the pictures as a 

script of the process. First, they placed the pictures in the documentation, and after that completed 

it with text. Some of the students noted that they would have liked to take more pictures just to 

recall better the process itself.  

From the questionnaires, the most relevant result is that documentation was always written with a 

PC, never with a mobile device. Smart phones were used only to take pictures.  

Quick and dirty ethnographic study. One of the authors of this publication did a quick and dirty 

ethnographic study. He did not have any previous knowledge on Fab Lab processes and tools. He 

chose to design, fabricate and document a customized set of drink coasters with the laser cutter 

(Figure 1). One Fab Lab instructor explained him first basic principles of 2D design and the use of 

laser cutter. After that, he started to work on his own and document the project which was uploaded 

to GitHub. His final conclusions were: (1)  several software tools need to be used: one tool to capture 

screenshot, one or two different software tools for resizing and editing the pictures, one software to 

store pictures in the cloud (Google Drive in this case), one text editor to write the documentation 

and integrate the pictures, a remote server to upload the documentation files (including pictures) 

and deploy it to a website; (2)  working with picture edition tools is challenging, especially editing a 

large amount of pictures with no previous experience; (3)  publishing documentation in the web as a 

website is necessary, sharing in other formats is not effective; (4)  creating a website is challenging 

unless  one has  experience or uses an existing web service such as Instructables.  

 

Figure 1. Drink coaster example made from acrylic.  

3.3 Requirements specification 
After analysing results of the background study, we realized the importance of the pictures when 

writing documentation. Pictures do not only help a reader to understand better the processes, but 

are fundamental for makers to scaffold the documentation. As Tseng & Resnick (2014) describe, a 

maker often “creates a pictorial timeline of the process and then write[…] text to supplement the 
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images”. So, when building our documentation software, we decided to use images as a foundation 

of the system. Images should be stored in the application database. At the same time, we considered 

how to cope with the complaints regarding the amount of time needed to process images. Hence, we 

decided that image processing should be as automatized as possible. We also decided that, since 

pictures represent information units, they could store also some metadata in the form of 

annotations. These annotations could be later used by the author to reconstruct the process flow 

and complement the documentation. In addition, each project should be documented in a web site, 

to facilitate dissemination. We aimed to build a system accessible even for people without 

knowledge on web development, so the authors should be able to create the site and append 

documentation without any knowledge of web programming.  

Table 1 summarizes the main functional requirements for our application system.  

Table 1. User needs and Functional requirements mapping 

User needs Functional requirement 

Pictures should be the foundation of the 
documentation 

Mobile phone app should be able to take and store 
pictures temporally 

Users should be able to create a pictorial 
timeline from the pictures 

Pictures should be sent automatically to the 
backend system and appear automatically in the 

project website 

Users need a strategy to recall details of the 
different steps of the process 

Mobile phone should be able to store short text 
annotations and audio files and associate them to 

pictures 

Preparing pictures for web integration should 
not require manual operations by users 

When pictures are received from the mobile 
phone, they must be compressed and rescaled to 

web format. Annotation should appear as a picture 
caption 

Users should be able to disseminate projects 
easily 

Projects are presented in a website 

After each work session, users should be able 
to complete the documentation, explaining 

better the process 

Projects structure (text and multimedia content) 
can be edited using only plain text and a visual 

editor 

Users sometimes need to share some 
computer screenshots, design files or software 

code 

Images and other files can be uploaded from the 
author’s computer 

Sometimes, users need to create image 
collages or edit content 

Images can be edited and combined from the 
author’s computer 

4. Application behaviour and implementation 
The software platform consists of a mobile phone application, a backend server, and a web 

application. The mobile phone application is used by the maker to collect and annotate material 

while working in the project. The material is collected in the backend server that automatically builds 

a website for each project. The web application is used to edit the website. The applications are 

connected to the server via HTTP protocol. Figure 2 shows some initial sketches of the application UI.  
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Figure 2. Initial sketches of the design.  

The mobile phone application permits the creation of new projects, browsing existing projects, taking 

pictures, and selecting images from the phone’s picture gallery. Pictures can be annotated with text 

and audio notes. Audio notes can be recorded just by pressing a button. The notes are attached as 

image metadata. Audio and text notes are intended to be used to record aspects easily forgotten but 

worth to be recalled later. When an author is reviewing documentation, either in the phone or in the 

web application, he/she can have access to this metadata. In addition, text notes can be inserted as 

figure captions in the website. In order to send an image to the server, the author just needs to press 

a button. Before that, the size of the image can be chosen among certain determined values. Figure 3 

presents some application screenshots. 

The backend server can store projects from multiple users. The server offers two different interfaces 

one REST API to connect external applications (e.g. the mobile phone application) and one web 

application accessible through a browser. 

A website is generated for each created project. When the author uploads pictures, they are 

automatically visible in the site along with their captions. Pictures are compressed and rescaled to 

web resolution before being stored in the remote server. Using the web application, the author can 

edit the website, add additional content (text, design files or code), change the order of the pictures 

and group them into a collage. HTML code or web programming is not required to edit the website. 

The web app includes an online markdown editor; hence, authors write in plain text and then select 

different styles (bold, cursive, lists, headers …) by pressing buttons at the top of the page. The look & 

feel of the site can be chosen by the author among a predefined set of styles (only one right now). In 

the future, we are planning that authors can define their own themes. 
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Figure 3. Some screens from the mobile phone app. Left: a list of projects. Middle: a list of images linked to each project. 
Right: an UI for taking a new picture and sending it to the server backend.  

Project pictures are shown as a thumbnail on the right side of the screen. Picture metadata (audio 

and text notes) can be accessed by pressing the image button. Our aim is that voice notes can be 

converted directly into text using a speech-to-text API, simplifying even more generating the 

documentation. Figure 4 presents some web application screenshots. 

        

Figure 4. Some screens from the web app. Left: a tool to create a collage of images. Right: an interactive editor to modify 
the documentation site.  

Android 6.0 or later is required for the mobile phone. The server utilizes Python Flask web 

framework running on top of Apache. MySQL server is used as a database. In addition, the web 

application integrates an online markdown editor named Editor.md1.  

5. Discussion and future work 
Documentation is seen as a fundamental tool for sharing knowledge and self-reflection, particularly 

within the engineering, design, arts and maker communities (Tseng, 2016b). Documentation is also 

                                                                 
1 https://pandao.github.io/editor.md/en.html 
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an important aspect for the design community since it prompts reflection and is necessary for doing 

research through design (Dalsgaard & Halskov, 2012).  

There are several online platforms that facilitate documentation to the different maker communities 

(e.g. Instructables). However, they are run by companies and not by the community itself. It may rise 

some problems in the future. The literature presents many attempts to encourage or facilitate 

documentation by the maker and DIY community (Fab Lab Benelux, n.d.; FabLab Amersfoort, n.d.; 

Määttä & Troxler, 2011) However, they all are intended to document the project a posteriori and, in 

general, favour a recipe-like documentation approach, thus not encouraging creativity and learning 

from failures. The platform that we present in this paper facilitates the document-while-doing 

approach. Pictures of the process taken by the mobile phone form the foundation. It should be noted 

that our system supports both the recipe-like and the process-like approaches.  However, the 

possibility of documenting on-the-go, facilitates the process-like approach: one can document easily 

both success and failure. Failures are usually forgotten in the recipe-like style. Documentation is not 

only a tool for disseminating information, but it is also of great interest for the author itself: it helps 

to reflect and better understand the difficulties (Tseng & Resnick, 2014). In addition, documentation 

can be used to recall processes not used in a long time.  

Build in progress (Tseng, 2016a) resembles our system the most. The author clearly promotes the 

process-like documentation. However, this application requires extra work to organize the pictures in 

workflows. Moreover, the UI is very restrictive. We believe that the UI and the style in which the 

documentation is presented is also an important aspect of the documentation following the process-

like approach since it reveals some information regarding the author’s personality. Furthermore, our 

system incorporates annotations in the form of audio and text notes. They may help to remember 

details of the process when editing the documentation.  

As the next step, we aim to test broadly this platform, starting from the Fab Lab network. In the near 

future, we will focus on improving the UX of the whole system. We are planning to include additional 

customization features, for example, creating personal layouts/themes for websites. We are also 

planning to add support for social-features, for example, allowing comments or asking for 

feedback/help from the community. We believe that the speech-to-text recognition for the voice 

notes will be a highly appreciated feature. We are also planning to implement a plugin that permits 

capturing screenshots from a PC and uploading them to the backend system. Finally, we aim to 

integrate the system with gitlab, github, Hugo2 and other static web generators. This will expand the 

customization possibilities of the sites.  

In long term, we would like to explore the possibilities of using wearables in order to take pictures 

and record audio notes. A mobile phone requires to have at least one hand occupied to operate it. 

Some tasks require both hands, and hence is difficult to take pictures.  

We understand that a big limitation of our system is that it has not yet been used by the community. 

We are sure that the feedback from the community will help to polish the application adding missing 

features.  

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we present a software platform that supports makers and hobbyists when they are 

writing documentation for their projects. It promotes the documentation on-the-go and process-like 

                                                                 
2 https://gohugo.io/ 
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documentation style instead of a recipe-like approach. The application is built upon the idea that 

many makers use pictures to create a timeline of the process that will be later complemented with 

text.   Pictures taken by the maker are automatically upload to a website that can be edited later. 

Furthermore, images can be annotated with text or audio records in order to recall some aspects of 

the fabrication process. We believe that forming the habit of documenting-while-doing and utilizing a 

process-like approach will bring many benefits to the community. 

Our application has not yet been tested by the community, but we expect to release a beta version 

soon under an open source license. We hope the members of the community will utilize and improve 

the tool. This tool is specially tailored to the needs of Fab Labs and Fab Academy students. However, 

we believe that other communities such Maker or DIY can also benefit from it.  
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